
Extration and unbounded dependeny
TopializationWh-extrationRelative lauses
XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 26Topialization - BasisThe movement metaphor:Relating syntati on�gurations in a derivational hierarhy.Traes and oindexation are used to express derivationalsubordination.Topialization/Extration:Plaing a post-verbal onstituent into a sentene-initial position.(13) a. Sandy loves Kim. (base on�guration)b. Kimi , Sandy loves i . (NP-topialization). On Kimi , Sandy depends i . (PP-topialization)XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 27

Topialization - Unbounded dependeny
Unbounded dependeny:The dependeny between an extrated onstituent and its traemay extend aross arbitrarily many lause boundaries.(14) a. Kimi , Sandy loves i .b. Kimi , Chris knows [Sandy loves i ℄.. Kimi , Dana believes [Chris knows [Sandy loves i ℄℄.

XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 28Topialization - XTAG-analysis (outline)Extra tree for topialization:SNPs VPV NPloves NPo =⇒

SNP SNPs VPV NPloves tUnbounded dependeny through adjuntion:SNPnom VPV S*knows SNPnom VPV S*blieves SNP SKim NPs VPSandy V NPloves t
⇒ extended domain of loality and fatoring of reursionXTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 29



Wh-extration - BasisWh-Extration:Plaing a onstituent as wh-phrase into a lause-initial position.(15) a. I wonder [whoi Sandy loves i ℄ . (indiret question)b. Whoi does Sandy love i . (diret question). Sandy loves Kimi [whoi Irmgard hates i ℄. (relative lause)wh-pronoun: who, whih, what, whom, whose, that, when,...wh-phrase: phrase that ontains a wh-pronoun.(16) Here's the ministeri [[in the middle of whosei sermon℄ the dogbarked℄.XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 30Wh-extration - More basisPied piping:Additional material along with wh-pronouns is fronted.(The fronted wh-phrase may be larger than the wh-pronoun.)(17) This is the book [[for whih℄i Peter has been waiting i ℄.(18) This is the book [[the overs of whih℄i I have designed i ℄.Preposition stranding:Material from the wh-phrase is left in base position.(19) This is the book [whihi Peter has been waiting for i ℄.(20) This is the book [whihi I have designed the overs of i ℄.XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 31

Wh-extration - Unbounded dependeny
Unbounded dependeny:The dependeny between an extrated wh-phrase and its traemay extend aross arbitrarily many lause boundaries.(21) a. I wonder [whoi Sandy loves i ℄.b. I wonder [whoi Chris knows [Sandy loves i ℄℄.. I wonder [whoi Dana believes Chris knows [Sandy loves i ℄℄.

XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 32Wh-extration - Islands for extrationAdjunts:(22) *[Whih movie℄i did Gorgette fall asleep [after wathing i ℄.Finite sentenes with omplementizer (that, whether)(23) *Whoi did the elephant whisper [that the emu saw i ℄ ?Whoi did the elephant say [that the emu saw i ℄ ?Subjets from �nite sentenes with omplementizer(→ In GB: Empty Category Priniple/Subjaeny):(24) *Whoi did Alie say [that i left℄.Whoi did Alie say [ i left℄.Coordination(25) *I wonder whoi Sandy loves [ i and Kim℄.XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 33



Wh-extration - Multiple traesParasiti gaps:(26) That was the rebel leader whoi rivals of i shot i .*That was the rebel leader whoi rivals of i shot the British onsul.That was the rebel leader whoi agents of foreign powers shot i .tough movement:(27) Kimi would be easy to bribe i .Kimi would be easy to prove Sandy bribed i .This is a problem whih1 John2 is di�ult to talk to 2 about 1.Multiple wh-extration is forbidden in English:(28) *Whoi do you wonder whoj j loves i .XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 34Wh-extration - Lexial restritions
Lexial restritions on extration in sentential omplements:(29) a. The jury wondered [ whoi Simpson killed i ℄?b. *The jury thought [ whoi Simpson killed i ℄?
⇒ 'thought' governs sentential omplements without wh-extration.(30)*John wants [ Billi PRO to see i ℄.
⇒ 'wants' governs sentential omplements without topialization.
XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 35

Wh-extration - Subjet-auxiliary inversionSubjet-auxiliary inversionThe auxiliary verb ('do', 'have', 'be', 'an', . . . ) preedes the subjet.Obligatory subjet-auxiliary inversion in diret questions withobjet extration:(31) a. Whati has/does John read i?b. *Whati John has/does read i?. *Whati John reads i?No subjet-auxiliary inversion in embedded wh-questions:(32) I wonder [whati John reads i ℄.No subjet-auxiliary inversion in topialization:(33) a. This reporti John has/doesn't read i .b. *This reporti has/doesn't John read i .XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 36Wh-extration - XTAG-analysis (1) - Tree templatesTree template for topialization and wh-extration:
αW0nx0V: αW1nx0Vnx1:SNP SNP VP

ǫ V⋄
SNP SNP VPV⋄ NP

ǫsubjet extration objet extration
XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 37



Wh-extration - XTAG-analysis (2) - Tree templatesTree templates for topialization and wh-extration:
αW1nx0VPnx1: αWA1nx0Vax1:SNP SNP VPV⋄ PPP⋄ NP

ǫ

SAP SNP VPV⋄ AP
ǫpreposition stranding adjetive omplement extrationXTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 38Wh-extration - XTAG-analysis (3) - FeaturesFeatures for extration:extrated := {+,-}

⇒ to indiate extration in the S-nodewh := {+,-}
⇒ to indiate the presene of a wh-pronouninv := {+,-}
⇒ to indiate inversioninvlink := {+,-}
⇒ to link wh und inv via the root restritionomp := {that,whether,if,for,rel,inf_nil,ind_nil,nil}
⇒ to indiate the kind of omplementizerXTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 39

Wh-extration - XTAG-analysis (3) - FeaturesRoot restrition�A restrition is imposed on the �nal root node of any XTAG derivationof a tensed sentene whih equates the wh feature and the invlinkfeature of the �nal root node.� (XTAG-manual,p.298)E�ets:Only in non-embedded objet extrations the wh-pronoun dependson inversion and vie versa.The same tree an be used for embedded and non-embedded objetextration.XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 40Wh-extration - XTAG-analysis (4)Tree for topialization and wh-extration of an ausative objet:Sˆ ˜2664
invlink 5inv 5extrated +wh 4 3775NP"ase 2wh 4 #

S"inv 5agr 1 #
24inv -omp nilagr 6 ˆ3sing -˜35NP»ase nomagr 1 – VPV NPˆase a˜hase 2 ilove tXTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 41



Wh-extration - XTAG-analysis (5)Diret questions: In the root node: wh = +, inv = +(34) Whoi does Sandy love i ?
NPˆ ˜»ase 6wh +–who

Sˆ ˜2664
inv 5invlink 5extrated +wh 4 3775NP"ase 2wh 4 # S"inv 5agr 1 #

»inv -agr 6 ˆ3sing - –̃NP»ase nomagr 1 – VPV NPˆase a˜hase 2 ilove tNPˆ ˜»ase nom3sing + –Sandy
S2664

inv +agr 24pers 3num sg3sing +35
3775ˆ ˜V S*ˆ ˜ˆinv -˜doesXTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 42Wh-extration - XTAG-analysis (6)Indiret questions: sentential omplement with wh = +, inv = -(35) I wonder [whoi Sandy loves i ℄.

NPˆ ˜»ase 6wh +–who
Sˆ ˜2664

inv 5invlink 5extrated +wh 4 3775NP"ase 2wh 4 # S"inv 5agr 1 #
»inv -agr 6 ˆ3sing + –̃NP»ase nomagr 1 – VPV NPˆase a˜hase 2 iloves tNPˆ ˜»ase nom3sing + –SandyXTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 43

Wh-extration - XTAG-analysis (7)Unbounded dependeny:(36) I wonder [ whoi Chris believes [Sandy loves i ℄℄.Sˆ ˜2664
inv -invlink -extrated +wh 2 3775NP Sˆinv -˜ˆinv -˜NP VPSandy V NPloves tS»inv 6omp nil–ˆ ˜NPnom VPV S*ˆ ˜»inv -omp nil–believesXTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 44Wh-extration - XTAG-analysis (8)Unbounded dependeny:(37) I wonder [ whoi Irmgard said [Chris believes [Sandy loves i ℄℄℄.Sˆ ˜2664

inv -invlink -extrated +wh 2 3775NP Sˆinv -˜ˆinv -˜NP VPSandy V NPloves tS»inv 6omp nil–ˆ ˜NPnom VPV S*ˆ ˜»inv -omp nil–believes
S»inv 7omp nil–ˆ ˜NPnom VPV S*ˆ ˜»inv -omp nil–said XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 45



Wh-extration - XTAG-analysis (9)Extration islands in XTAG:
⇒ Constraints for extration and unbounded dependenies follow fromthe elementary trees, i.e., an be stated loally.Adjunts:Adjunts are not present in elementary trees of the projetions theymodify (minimality of elementary trees).Finite sentenes with omplementizer:omp = nil, where non-bride verbs attah (whisper)omp = nil/that, where bridge verbs attah (say)Subjets from �nite sentenes with omplementizer:Corresponding elementary tree is not given.Coordination:Coordinated NPs are realized as one initial NP-tree that annot splitduring derivation.XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 46


